My favorite pet is a dog. I love dogs because they are friendly and cute. They are also loyal to their owners. But most of all, they can be a great friend when I am lonely. Dogs are wonderful pets.

I love dogs because they are friendly and cute. When I look at their big, beautiful eyes, I just melt like ice cream on a hot summer day. When they do something bad, it is hard to get upset. As we walk down the sidewalk, dogs greet everyone they see. Dogs are the cutest and friendliest animals on Earth.

Dogs are not only adorable; they are also loyal to their owners. When you are away, dogs are always on their best behavior and when you return, he or she will be excited to see you. You can trust dogs to not do their business in the house or on other people’s property if they are well trained. You can depend on your dog to keep you safe. Dogs have always been loyal to me.

Dogs are great friends when you are lonely. They can sense when you’re down and even do tricks to cheer you up. My dog usually licks me on my nose when I am crying. A treat is always a good way to say thank you to your dog. When you are lonely, you can always count on your pet.

As you can see, dogs are wonderful pets to have. Their cuteness makes having them much more enjoyable. Their
loyalty makes them trustworthy. You will never be alone when you have a dog as a pet. Dogs are the best pets ever!